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ABSTRACT: A fundamental approach to separate azeotropic mixtures by tuning the phase behavior using pressurized CO2 as a
tunable solvent was studied. Following this new process concept, two process variants were put forward to separate aqueous
pressure-insensitive and pressure-sensitive azeotropic mixtures. The two process variants were studied in process simulations, and
the potential was evaluated by comparison with a conventional pressure-swing distillation process for the acetonitrile−water
system. The new process shows significant potential to reduce the separation costs by 30.5% up to 68.9% for a broad variety of
mixtures with water fractions in the range of 0.1 ≤ xH2O ≤ 0.9. Thus, these results clearly indicate that the novel fundamental
separation approach is a promising alternative to conventional processes for the separation of azeotropic mixtures.

1. INTRODUCTION

An interesting experimental phenomenon was discovered in the
1950s: homogeneous aqueous solutions of alcohols or other
polar solvents can be split into two liquid phases by pressurized
gases, so-called “salting-out” agents.1,2 In this regard, CO2 is one
of the most popular “salting-out” agents.3 The vapor−liquid
equilibrium (VLE) phase behavior of CO2 + liquid can be tuned
into a vapor−liquid−liquid equilibrium (VLLE) phase behavior
by pressurizing CO2, and the transition occurs at the lower
critical solution pressure (LCSP). The liquid splits into an
organic-rich liquid phase and a water-rich liquid phase. If the
pressure is increased further, the upper critical solution pressure
(UCSP) may be reached. At this point the organic-rich phase
merges with the gas phase (see Figure 1).4

In the past, quite a number of research works focused on the
experimental investigations of such interesting thermodynamic
phenomena, as reviewed, e.g., by Adrian et al.3 Also, the hypo-
thetical potential of applying “salting-out” agents for technical
separation purposes in a chemical process has already been
mentioned in several publications.3,5−8 However, to the best of
our knowledge, as of today there is no rigorous modeling and
simulation study dealing with the prediction and evaluation of
such a “salting-out” approach for technical relevant mixtures. In
particular, there is no publication which applies the special phase
behavior tuning using pressurized CO2 in a technical separation
process and quantitatively compares the separation costs with the
conventional separation processes.
For this reason, in this work we focus on the validation of the

fundamental idea to separate azeotropic mixtures by phase
behavior tuning using pressurized CO2 at the technical process
level, and on the quantitative evaluation of the potential of the
novel process. For clarification purposes, it should well be noted
already at this point that the new process concept is based on the
use of subcritical CO2 only; thus it is not to be mixed up with
extraction processes based on the application of supercritical
CO2. Two general process variants were put forward for separat-
ing pressure-insensitive and pressure-sensitive azeotropic

systems (see section 2) and were finally validated for a specific
technically relevant system, i.e., the acetonitrile (MeCN) + water
(H2O) system (see sections 3 and 4).

2. PROPOSED PROCESS CONCEPT
Pressure-swing distillation (PSD) is a suitable method for
separating pressure-sensitive azeotropic mixtures, as it provides
several advantages over conventional distillation processes,
e.g. with regard to energy savings by heat integration and due
to the fact that no additional substances (e.g., entrainers) are
required.9−11 The separation principle of the PSD process is that
the azeotropic point can be shifted bymeans of pressure variation
(see the PSD process in Figure 2, P1 for LP and P2 for HP), and
then the mixture can be separated continuously.
The separation principle of the new approach proposed in this

work is different compared to the PSD process (see Figures 3
and 4). At first, a feeding mixture of an organic component and
water (F) is pressed into CO2. Once sufficient CO2 is dosed and
the system lies in the three-phase area (VLLE area), the liquid is
split into two liquids, L1 and L2. L1 is pressure-dependent (see
the dotted line), but L2 is quite close to pure water and nearly
pressure-independent. The vapor phase is almost pure CO2. The
two liquids can release CO2 conveniently, and two CO2-free
liquids L1′ and L2′ are generated. According to the lever rule,
once the azeotropic point (AP) lies between L1′ and L2′, then
the two liquids can be purified using two additional conventional
distillation columns. The condensates close to the AP are
recycled. That is exactly the principle of process variant 1 (see
Figure 3).
If, however, the AP is too close to one of the sides (either water

side or organic side), then one of the distillation columns
operates at very low efficiency due to the large recirculation ratio
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of condensate according to the lever rule. For such a system,
process variant 2 is beneficial. In Figure 4, the separation
principle of process variant 2 is displayed. In this process, L1′ is
separated in a low pressure (LP) distillation column. For L2′, a
high pressure (HP) column is used to increase the distillation
efficiency of separating L2′, because the AP2 under HP is shifted
to another position, which is much farther away from L2′ than
AP1 under LP. Therefore, the circulated azeotropic mixture will
be reduced significantly according to the lever rule. In this way,
process variant 2 couples the “salting-out” effect with the pres-
sure impact on the pressure-sensitive azeotropic system.

3. CASE STUDY: SYSTEM AND MODELING

To evaluate the two proposed process variants described above,
the technically relevant azeotropic system acetonitrile (MeCN)
+ water (H2O) was selected. This system has been investigated in
previous research work, and in several articles9,12−15 it is stated
that the PSD process is an appropriate method for the separation
of MeCN and H2O. Therefore, the system is a desirable choice
for the case study from both a scientific and a practical point
of view. The technical relevance of the system arises from the
fact that acetonitrile is a widely used solvent in the chemical
industries.
A rigorous thermodynamic modeling is the base of a reliable

process simulation. Therefore, at first, the involved binary system
(MeCN + H2O) under atmospheric pressure and the ternary
system (MeCN + H2O + CO2) under modest elevated pressure
were modeled, which are described in following two sections.

3.1. Binary System. The VLE phase behavior of the
MeCN + H2O system was predicted by the Non-Random Two
Liquids-Ideal Gasmodel (NRTL-IG), which had previously been
successfully applied for this system as reported in the liter-
ature.12,13 In this approach, the NRTL model is used for the
description of the liquid phase, and the vapor phase is assumed as

Figure 1. The phase changes observed upon expanding a mixture of two miscible liquids over a LCSP and an UCSP4

Figure 2. Separation principle of PSD.

Figure 3. Separation principle of process variant 1.

Figure 4. Separation principle of process variant 2.
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ideal gas. The modeling steps and the performance of the model
are highlighted in Appendix A.
3.2. Ternary System. In the open literature, there are only

very few data available for the system MeCN + H2O + CO2.
Lazzaroni et al.16 report five points of experimental VLLE data,
and they modeled the system using CEoS/GE models. CEoS/
GE models are often applied for the simulation of the VLLE
phase behavior of systems that involve pressurized CO2.

3,4 On
the basis of our previous experience in modeling such
multicomponent systems with pressurized CO2 which feature a
complex phase behavior,17,18 we prefer to use the PRWS model
as a suitable representative of the CEoS/GE models for
predicting the system. The detailed modeling steps and the
performance of the model are illustrated in Appendix B.
3.3. Process Simulation.The proposed process variants and

a conventional PSD process were simulated using the
commercial process simulation software Aspen Plus (V7.1).
The VLLE phase behavior of the MeCN + H2O + CO2 system
was predicted for a constant temperature (40 °C) and modest
pressures (pressure range 25−65 bar). For the simulation of the
distillation, a rigorous equilibrium stage model was used.
Nine different feed compositions (xH2O = 0.1−0.9 mol/mol,

increasing increment 0.1) were investigated to evaluate which
composition range would have potential for the application of the
new process variants. The feed flow was set to 6.4 × 105 kmol/a
(i.e., 1.30 × 104 to 2.48 × 104 ton/a, depending on the feed
composition), and the product qualities were specified to
xMeCN =99.5% (mol/mol) and xH2O = 99.9% (mol/mol) for all cases.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Since this work is focusing on evaluating the potential of a
fundamental separation idea for a technical process, the capital
costs are not considered at this point. Instead, the running
separation costs as operational costs were evaluated. The costs of
the used utilities are listed in Table 1.

Additionally, the recycle ratio of the mixture and CO2 and the
energy requirement for the separation (electricity and steam)
were also calculated in process analysis using the following
equations:

=separation costs (USD/kmol)
costs (USD/h)
feed (kmol/h)

=recycle ratio
recycled mixture flow (kmol/h)

feed (kmol/h)

=energy requirement (kWh/kmol)
duty (kW)

feed (kmol/h)

Three terms, i.e., the electricity costs due to compression of
recycled CO2, the costs due to steam consumption, and the costs
due to consumption of cooling water, were considered as
contributing terms to the total separation costs.

4.1. PSD. The schematic flowsheet of the conventional PSD
process is displayed in Figure 5, and the corresponding y−x

diagram of the MeCN + H2O system is given in Figure 6. The
specifications for the simulation of the conventional PSD process
for two scenarios are listed in Table 2. The flowsheet of the
process is illustrated for one case: for scenario 1, the feed is
between 0 and AP2 in the y−x diagram (see Figure 6), and the
HP distillation can be used to separate the mixture into MeCN
and P2. Then, P2 is sent to LP distillation, and P1 and H2O are
obtained. P1 is recycled as the internal flow of the whole system.

Table 1. The Costs of Used Utilities13a

utility quality costs purpose

electricity 0.084 (USD/kWh) pumps and compressor

water 18−40 °C 0.06 (USD/ton) cooling

steam 1 100 °C 17.00 (USD/ton) heating: LP in PSD; LP in process
variant 1

steam 2 120 °C 17.82 (USD/ton) heating: LP in process variant 2

steam 3 150 °C 20.15 (USD/ton) heating: HP in PSD; byproduct in
process variant 2

steam 4 190 °C 26.68 (USD/ton) heating: HP in PSD; HP in process
variant 2

aNote: the steam prices are 0.02712−0.04860 USD/kWh (100°C
−190°C), which are calculated according to the latent energy of steam.
The electricity price is 1.7−3.1 times as expensive as steam with
respect to the same energy (kWh).

Figure 5. Scheme of the conventional PSD process for minimum-
boiling azeotropic mixture separation.

Figure 6.Operation of the conventional PSD process in a y−x diagram.

Table 2. Specification of PSD Simulation

terms specification

HP 10 bar, 30 stages
LP 1.01 bar, 30 stages
scenario 1 and streams xH2O ≤ 0.4; 15 (feed), 5 (P1), 5 (P2)

scenario 2 and streams xH2O > 0.4; 20 (feed), 5 (P2), 10 (P1)
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Figure 7 displays the separation costs in dependence on the
feed composition. Apparently, the pressure has a strong impact
on the separation costs, which is in accordance with reference
results.12,13 The calculated separation costs of Matsuda et al.13

are significantly higher than the result of this work and of Huang
et al.,12 because the pressure shift range in the first work is smaller
(1−6 bar) in comparison with the range considered in the latter
works (1−10 bar). As a consequence, the azeotropic point shift
range is smaller, which in turn results in a larger recycle of the
condensate and causes higher costs. The simulation results for
the conventional PSD process in this work are realistic, as has
been shown by comparison with the results of Huang et al.,12

though the separation costs are slightly higher. For this there are
two reasons: At first, Huang et al.12 applied a more detailed heat
integration technology in their specific PSD process. Second, the
product stream purity in this work is higher than in the case of
Huang et al.,12 which is connected with higher energy demand.
Additionally, Figure 7 illustrates a clear tendency: The

separation costs are increasing at first by increasing xH2O in the

feed mixture. At xH2O = 0.3−0.4, the costs keep almost stable, and

then they go down for xH2O > 0.4. The results of Huang et al.12

also confirm such a tendency for the range xH2O = 0.5−0.95. The
reason for this is that the range xH2O = 0.3−0.5 is the azeotropic
point shift range. Consequently, the distillation operational costs
are higher due to higher energy demand for the increased recycle
ratio of the distillation condensate.
4.2. Process Variant 1 and Process Variant 2. The

specifications of the two novel process variants are listed in
Table 3. The schematic flowsheets are shown in Figures 8 and 9,
respectively, while the corresponding operation of the two
process variants in y−x diagrams is displayed in Figures A5 and
A6 (Appendix C).
The flowsheet of process variant 1: For scenario 1 (see Figure 8),

raw feed mixture is fed into D1 (LP) to obtain the condensate
mixture and MeCN at first, since the water fraction (xH2O) is too
low so that the organic cannot be directly “salted-out” from the
feed mixture. Then, the condensate mixture is compressed with
CO2, and the liquid is split into L1 and L2. Finally, L1 and L2 are
sent to D1 (LP) andD2 (HP) in order to obtain pureMeCN and
H2O. The condensate mixtures are recycled again. In D2, a
pressure of 3 bar is applied in order to enable heat integration

between D1 and D2, which can reduce a part of the energy costs.
For scenario 2, the raw feedmixture is fed and compressedwithCO2
directly. For scenario 3, the raw feed mixture is fed into D2 at first.
The flowsheet of process variant 2 is very similar compared to

process variant 1. The evident difference is that with two columns
an opposite pressure-swing strategy is applied. D1 (HP) and D2
(LP) are applied to separate L1 and L2 (see Figure 9).
Since the release of pressurized CO2 out of the liquids involves

a decompression step, a fraction of the decompression energy
can be recovered and used, e.g., for driving a turbine. Therefore,
in order to check the potential of the cost reduction, both process
variants were investigated for both subcases, with a turbine and
without a turbine.

4.3. Results. To explain the key results systematically out of
the huge amount of simulation results obtained, an overview of
the separation costs is shown at first to choose an appropriate
direction. Then, more details related to the process performance
are given, and reasons are discussed and analyzed. This section is
focusing on exhibiting the potential, the performance, and the
“know-how” of the new process variants.
Figure 10 shows an overview on the separation costs reduction

contrasting the conventional PSD process and the two novel
process variants (for the case with the minimum separation costs
among all investigated pressures).
Two important results can be summarized. First, the trend of

the separation costs in the two process variants is similar, and

Figure 7. Separation costs of the PSD process in this work compared to
literature data.12,13

Table 3. Specification of Simulation of the Two Process
Variantsa,b,c,d

term specification

process
variant 1

scenario 1: 0 < xH2O≤ 0.2; scenario 2: 0.3≤ xH2O < 0.9; scenario 3:
0.9 ≤ xH2O < 1

D1: LP, 1.01 bar; D2: HP, 3.0 bar
process
variant 2

scenario 1: 0 < xH2O < 0.3; scenario 2: 0.3≤ xH2O≤ 0.9; scenario 3:
0.9 < xH2O < 1

D1: HP, 10 bar; D2: LP, 1.01 bar
D1, D2 30 stages, feed stage 10, RadFrac module, Murphree efficiency of

all stages = 0.4
F1 25−65 bar (increase increment 5 bar), 40 °C (isothermal

operation)
F2, F3, F4 ideal flash, 1.01 bar, 40 °C
P1 isentropic compressor, three stages

outflow pressure setting is dependent on the pressure in F1
P2 liquid pump, pump efficiency = 0.95, drive efficiency = 0.95

outflow pressure setting is dependent on the pressure in F1
C1, C2 cooler, 40 °C (outflow), isobaric
turbine isentropic turbine, isentropic efficiency = 0.8, mechanical

efficiency = 0.95, outflow pressure = 1.01 bar
aThree scenarios were used in order to cover wide feed composition
ranges. The operation range is determined by the “salting-out”
performance and the azeotropic points. bThe boundary of “salting-out”
performance is around xH2O = 0.2−0.3 (lower boundary), x

H2O = 0.9

(upper boundary). So in the range of xH2O = 0.3−0.9, the mixture can
be split directly. cFor the mixture with xH2O < 0.3 or xH2O > 0.9, it is not

reliable to use pressurized CO2. Thus, the feed needs to be distillated
at first. dProcess variant 1 did not cover the composition range with
0.2 < xH2O < 0.3, because the xH2O range was very close to the

azeotropic point (xH2O = 0.3218, 1.01 bar) and the lower boundary of

“salting-out” performance. In this range, the process potential was very
small by either scenario 1 or scenario 2. However, process variant 2
was not limited in this range, because the azeotropic point was shifted
to xH2O = 0.4867 under 10 bar.
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both are lower compared to the conventional PSD process for
almost all cases. This indicates that both of the new process
variants generally have the potential to cut down the separation
costs based on conventional PSD. The process variant 1 offers a
cost reduction of 23.8−53.5% for the feed composition range of
0.3 ≤ xH2O ≤ 0.9. With process variant 2, a cost reduction of

30.5−68.9% can be realized for a feed composition range of 0.1≤
xH2O ≤ 0.9. At lower water fractions in the feed (xH2O ≤ 0.2),
however, process variant 1 features only very little cost reduction
potential (at xH2O = 0.2), and even higher costs are involved at

xH2O = 0.1. Therefore, process variant 2 is superior to process
variant 1 with respect to the separation costs.

Figure 8. Schematic flowsheet of process variant 1.

Figure 9. Schematic flowsheet of process variant 2.
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As a second important result, the profiles of the separation
costs with and without turbine have no evident difference. This
indicates that the application of a turbine does not affect the
energy costs significantly; it can only save less than 5% for
process variant 2 in general.
As for all the investigated cases in this work, the performance

with and without a turbine is similar; the results of the process
variant subcases with a turbine are not further discussed in the
following. While both process variants show a similar qualitative
performance, process variant 2 features a quantitatively better
performance than process variant 1. Thus, the following text only
discusses the results of process variant 2, while the results of
process variant 1 are not investigated in detail.
If details in the process performance are investigated, then

another very important point can be found (Figure 11): the

operating pressure of the VLLE flash, namely the operating
pressure in short in the following text, has a big influence on the
separation costs (for a fixed feed composition).
Figure 12 shows the operating pressure influence on the

separation costs of process variant 2. Clearly, there is an optimal
operating pressure range between 35 and 45 bar. This diagram
indicates that the process is in fact dominated by the operating
pressure. This can be illustrated by the two main contribution
terms, i.e. the recycled CO2 flow and the recycled condensate

mixture flow, which contribute to the separation costs in terms of
electricity and heating energy consumptions, respectively.
Figure 13 displays the recycle ratio of CO2 flow in process

variant 2. The figure indicates that the operating pressure has a
positive impact on the recycled CO2 flow. For example, the
recycled CO2 flow is increased by a factor of 3−4 when the
pressure rises from 25 to 65 bar at xH2O = 0.3. This dominant
influence of the operating pressure has a very clear physical
background: the higher the operating pressure, the more CO2
can be pressed into the liquid.
Of course, more electricity is needed to compress more CO2

and to provide and maintain the higher pressure level compared
to the conventional PSD process. Figure 14 highlights the
electricity requirement of process variant 2. The electricity
requirement can increase by a factor of 4−5 when the operating
pressure is increased from 25 to 65 bar. This trend is
quantitatively similar to the increase of the recycle ratio of the
CO2 flow. Obviously, the operating pressure has a direct impact
on the CO2 flow, and both the operating pressure as well as the
CO2 flow have a positive influence on the electricity requirement.
As observed above, process variant 2 inevitably requires more

electricity in comparison with the conventional PSD process due
to more CO2 compressing. Thus, at first it seems astonishing that
process variant 2 still offers significant potential to reduce the

Figure 10. Separation cost reduction of the new process based on the
conventional PSD process.

Figure 11. Separation costs dependent on operation pressure.

Figure 12.Operating pressure influence on normalized separation costs
of process variant 2.

Figure 13. Recycle ratio of CO2 flow in process variant 2.
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separation costs. The reason for this is caused by another key
factor: the reduction of the condensate recycle flow.
Figure 15 illustrates the significant reduction of the recycle

ratio of the condensate flow in process variant 2 compared to
conventional PSD. This huge reduction can be attributed to the
synergistic effects resulting from the “salting-out” performance
and the pressure-swing strategy. The minimum reduction is
73.6%, and the maximum reduction achieves 95.7% for the best
case among all feed composition ranges. All the best cases for
each feed composition are the ones at the highest investigated
pressure (65 bar), which indicates that the high operating
pressure can enhance the “salting-out” performance. By
increasing the distance of the two liquids in the composition
space, the distillation and thereby the separation efficiency of the
whole process can be significantly improved. As a consequence,
the total recycled condensate mixture flow reduces. This signi-
ficant flow reduction provides several benefits to the distillation.
On the one hand, the total steam requirement for heating is
reduced, which can be seen directly in Figure 16. Additionally,
the required size of the columns is reduced, which will result in a
significant reduction of the capital costs. For a clear under-
standing of the behavior of the proposed process, two tables
(Tables 4 and 5) containing information on the flows and
distillation columns are added.
The analysis above reveals the inherent reason for the optimal

operating pressure range in Figure 12. The opposite impacts of

the operating pressure on the electricity requirement and the
steam requirement give rise to an arc-shaped performance curve
in Figure 12. The electricity requirement is only around one-
tenth of the steam requirement (Figures 14 and 16), but the costs
for electricity are much higher than for steam with respect to the
same energy amount (see utility costs in Table 1). Therefore, the
separation costs are dominated by steam only in the low pressure
range, while for higher pressures the electricity is increasingly
dominating the separation costs.

4.4. Discussion. The previous discussion of the detailed
results in the case study can be summarized and generalized. It
should be noted that the novel separation concept is very flexible
and can in principle easily be transferred to other pressure-
sensitive systems. Thus, the two proposed process variants are
not limited to the specific MeCN + H2O system investigated
in this work but can be considered as general separation ap-
proaches. In a number of additional studies, we have successfully
applied the concept for, e.g., the separation of the 1,4-dioxane +
water system and the propanol + water system.
Of course, the novel separation concept is not advantageous

under all circumstances. Once the azeotropic system is extremely
asymmetric and the azeotropic point does not lie between L1 and
L2 any longer (Figure 2), then the addition of CO2 cannot salt
out the organic fraction. Therefore, this separation approach is
not suitable for this system class and nonaqueous azeotropic
mixtures. Thus, it has to be considered that the potential field of
application of this novel separation approach is different
compared to PSD or other existing technologies for separating
azeotropic mixtures due to the specifics of the fundamental
separation principle.
The feed composition considered in this study varies in a

broad range, which yields a large variation with regard to the size
of equipment. In this fundamental study, it is not yet the aim to
estimate capital costs quantitatively. However, a qualitative
analysis can be carried out at this point. The new process variants
at a first glance have several disadvantages; e.g., they require a
higher number of equipment components (including flash tanks,
coolers, and compressors), a thicker (or more expensive) tank,
and better sealing technology due to the elevated pressure, and
also a more complex control system compared to the
conventional PSD process. However, the significant reduction
of the recycled condensate stream (e.g., 73.6−95.7% reduction
for process variant 2) also decreases the size of all components
drastically, in particular the distillation columns. This significant

Figure 14. Electricity requirement of process variant 2.

Figure 15. Recycle ratio of condensate flow in process variant 2.

Figure 16. Steam requirement of process variant 2.
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improvement counteracts all the disadvantages of the new
process concept concerning the total capital costs because the
distillation columns are usually a main factor, being much more
expensive than other equipment components.
In process variant 2, the synergistic effect generated by the

“salting-out” performance and the pressure-swing strategy
strongly enhances the separation efficiency. This combination
is a very flexible option and can help to overcome some particular
problems. For example, with process variant 1 and with the
conventional PSD process a. the feed mixture xH2O = 0.3 cannot
be separated economically, because this feed location is too close
to the location of the azeotropic point (under LP) and one side of
the “salting-out” liquid phases. With process variant 2, in
contrast, this problem can be overcome.
Obviously, it cannot be concluded that process variant 2

always shows a better performance than process variant 1 for
other systems. The systemMeCN+H2O is just one example that
has been chosen, since it is a system of technical relevance and at
the same time a suitable reference as data in the open literature is
available. This system is an asymmetric system; i.e., the
azeotropic point is close to the MeCN side under low pressure.
For such systems, process variant 2 provides a benefit with
respect to a larger reduction of the recycled condensate stream to
higher pressure distillation in comparison with process variant 1
according to the lever rule. However, once the azeotropic
properties are different in other systems, the required higher
quality steam and the higher capital costs for the HP column
might counterbalance the advantage of process variant 2. For this
reason, it is necessary to reconsider the potential of both the
process variants for each specific system with regard to the
“salting-out” performance and the influence of the property of
azeotropic point shift. Especially for some pressure-insensitive

systems, process variant 1 may still be an attractive alternative
compared to process variant 2.
Finally, it should be noted that CO2 is a well-known benign

solvent,4,19−21 which is an interesting alternative compared to the
conventional organic solvents. Considering the negative environ-
mental impact of many of the traditional organic solvents that are
used, a wide application range, and on a large scale, the new
separation technology presented in this work using the near-/
subcritical CO2 as a benign solvent seem very attractive and maybe
help to pave the way toward more sustainable separation processes.

5. CONCLUSION
In this work, a new process concept is proposed for azeotropic
mixture separation by phase behavior tuning using pressurized
CO2. Two process variants were developed and validated by
means of process simulation studies for the MeCN + H2O
system, and the performance of the two process variants was
evaluated. The results were compared to that of the technical
reference process scheme, i.e., a conventional PSD separation
process. The major findings can be summarized as follows:

• Process variant 2, which combines the “salting-out”
performance and pressure-swing strategy, shows the best
potential with savings in the separation costs of 30.5−
68.9% compared to the conventional PSD process for a
feed mixture in the range of 0.1≤ xH2O≤ 0.9. With process
variant 1, a reduction of 23.8−53.5% in the separation
costs for a feed mixture range of 0.3 ≤ xH2O ≤ 0.9 was
achieved.

• The significant reduction of the recycled condensate
stream is the primary contribution to the separation costs
saving. With process variant 2, the recycled condensate
stream can be reduced by 73.6−95.7%.

• The operating pressure of the VLLE flash has a
qualitatively similar arc-shaped influence on the separation
costs for both process variants. The counteracting impact
of the operating pressure on the electricity requirement
and the steam requirement results in an arc-shaped
performance curve.

• As a result, there exist optimal operating pressure ranges. For
process variant 2, the optimal pressure range is 35−45 bar.

6. APPENDIX

Appendix A. NRTL Model
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Table 4. Detailed Information on the Flows for an Exemplified Casea,b

feed CO2 P2 P1 RCO2 RV1 RV2 RV3 L1 L2

T, °C 39.9 39.9 158.4 76.4 40 40 40 40 40 40
flow, kmol/h 80.00 0.03 21.44 3.92 34.00 1.62 32.00 0.42 61.60 43.76
mole fraction
H2O 0.50 0.45 0.34 0.16 0.94
MeCN 0.50 0.55 0.66 0.84 0.06
CO2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

aThe information on this table is for a case with these conditions: process variant 2, xH2O = 0.5, p = 40 bar. bThe losses of acetonitrile and water are

not considered in this work based on the small vent of CO2 and low solubility of acetonitrile and water in CO2 at 1.01 bar.

Table 5. Detailed Information on the Columns for an
Exemplified Case Compared to PSDa

PSD process variant 2

D1 (HP) 10 bar 10 bar
reflux ratio 0.0600 0.3499
distillate rate, kmol/h 155.62 21.44
bottoms rate, kmol/h 39.84 40.16
cooler, MW −1.5491 −0.2422
reboiler, MW 1.3530 0.5348
D2 (LP) 1 bar 1 bar
reflux ratio 0.0900 0.6030
distillate rate, kmol/h 115.46 3.92
bottoms rate, kmol/h 40.16 39.84
cooler, MW −1.0599 −0.0589
reboiler, MW 1.4737 0.1141

aThe information in this table is formulated from the case with these
conditions: PSD, xH2O = 0.5; process variant 2, xH2O = 0.5, p = 40 bar.
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The NRTL parameters of the system MeCN + H2O are listed in
Table A1.
The performance of the NRTL-IG model for the system is

demonstrated in Figures A1 and A2. The two figures indicate that

the NRTL-IG model predicts the VLE phase behavior of the
MeCN + H2O system well within a pressure range between 1 and
5 bar. According to literature,12,13 theNRTL-IGmodel is reliable for
predicting the VLE phase behavior of the MeCN + H2O system up
to 10 bar. Therefore, in this work, the NRTL-IG model was also
used to predict the VLE phase behavior up to 10 bar. Figure A3
demonstrates the pressure-sensitive azeotropic point shift from 1.01
to 10 bar. The azeotropic points under 1.01 bar and 10 bar have a
water content of xH2O = 0.3218 and xH2O = 0.4867, respectively.

■ APPENDIX B. PRWS MODEL
The PRWSmodeling steps are the same as communicated in our
previous publication.17 The properties of the substances for the

PR EoS are listed in Table A2. The interaction parameters kij of
the WS mixing rule were regressed using Aspen Properties
(maximum likelihood method) based on literature data16 and are
displayed in Table A3. The UNIFAC-PSRK approach was used
for calculating the activity coefficients, and the involved
parameters are listed in Tables A4 and A5.

The performance of the PRWS model is demonstrated in
Figure A4 (the predicted line within a pressure range between

Table A1. NRTL Parametersa

compd. i compd. j aij aji bij bji α

H2O MeCN 1.0567 −0.1164 283.4087 256.4588 0.3
aNote: The NRTL parameters are from Aspen Internal Database
(V7.1)

Figure A1. T−x diagram of H2O + MeCN binary system (1.013 bar).
Data references 22−25.

Figure A2. T−x diagram of H2O +MeCN binary system under different
pressures 1.0132−4.874 bar. Data reference 24.

Figure A3. Sensitivity of the azeotropic point of the MeCN + H2O
system on pressure variation, predicted by the NRTL-IG model.

Table A2. Properties of Chemicals Used in PR EoSa

component H2O CO2 MeCN

ω 0.344 861 0.223 621 0.337 886
PC/bar 220.55 73.83 48.3
TC/°C 373.98 31.06 272.35

aNote: the data are from Aspen Internal Database (V7.1).

Table A3. Regressed kij of PRWS

compd. i, compd. j ki,j = kj,i

H2O, MeCN 0.371 976
H2O, CO2 0.783 218
MeCN, CO2 0.548 554

Table A4. Chemical Decomposition and Group Parameters26

chemical group R Q

CO2 CO2 1.3000 0.9820
H2O H2O 0.9200 1.4000
MeCN MeCN 1.8701 1.7240

Table A5. Group Interaction Parameters26

group m,n H2O MeCN CO2

H2O 0 112.6 −1163.5
5.4765
−0.002 603

MeCN 242.8 0 307.1
CO2 1720.6 −231.3 0

−4.3437
0.001 31
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24 and 74 bar). In addition, PSRK was used to predict the phase
behavior for comparison purposes due to its fully predictive
character. Obviously, the profile of the liquid phase rich inMeCN
stays below the experimental data, and the tie-lines feature larger
deviations than the results of the PRWS model, especially when

the pressure increases up to 50 bar. Thus, PRWS shows a better
performance for predicting this system compared to PSRK.

■ APPENDIX C. OPERATION OF PROCESSES IN Y−X
DIAGRAMS

The operation of process variants 1 and 2 in a y−x diagram are
shown in Figures A5 and A6.
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■ SYMBOLS
x = mole fraction of liquid composition
y = mole fraction of vapor composition
i, j = component
kij = interaction parameter
Tc = critical temperature
Pc = critical pressure
ω = acentric factor
R, Q = UNIFAC parameter

■ ABBREVIATIONS
AP = azeotropic point
CO2 = carbon dioxide
CEoS = cubic equation of state
EoS = equation of state
HP = high pressure
H2O = water
IG = ideal gas model
LCSP = lower critical solution pressure
LP = low pressure
MeCN = acetonitrile
NRTL = non-random two liquids model
PSD = pressure-swing distillation
PSRK = predictive Soave−Redlich−Kwong
PR = Peng−Robinson EoS
UCSP = upper critical solution pressure
VLE = vapor−liquid equilibrium
VLLE = vapor−liquid−liquid equilibrium
WS = Wong−Sandler mixing rule
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